Development and control of caries lesions on the occlusal surface using a new in vivo caries model
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**ABSTRACT:** The aim of this study was to develop a new in vivo caries model for the occlusal surface and to describe the enamel features observed before and after dental plaque control (DPC). Four volunteers (12-15 years old) participated in the experiment, each of which was due to have 2 homologous first premolars extracted for orthodontic reasons. Test surfaces did not present visible signs of demineralization, opacities or fillings. A wire mesh was used to promote dental plaque accumulation on the occlusal surface. After 4 weeks, the wire mesh was removed and DPC was performed. In Groups 1 and 2, DPC was performed by the subjects daily and, in Groups 3 and 4, DPC was performed by the subjects daily and by the professional weekly. One tooth/pair of Groups 1 and 3 was extracted after 2 weeks. One tooth/pair of Groups 2 and 4 was extracted after 4 weeks. All test surfaces showed demineralization after the wire mesh was removed. The observed re-establishment of the enamel brightness was directly related to the increase of the DPC duration. In polarized light microscopy, interindividual differences varying from pseudoisotropic areas to enamel lesions were noted in specimens submitted to 2 weeks of DPC. Specimens submitted to 4 weeks of DPC showed less tissue porosity. It was concluded that the new in vivo caries model was effective since all occlusal surfaces presented clinical and microscopic signs of mineral loss in different stages after 4 weeks of cariogenic challenge. After DPC on the test surfaces, there was a reduction of mineral loss suggesting control of demineralization on these surfaces.

**DESCRIPTORS:** Dental fissures; Dental caries; Microscopy, polarization.

**INTRODUCTION**

The development of the natural caries lesion is a dynamic, gradual and intermittent process, where individual factors such as enamel structure, saliva composition, oral hygiene, presence of fluoride and other variables may interfere in the lesion's development.
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use of in vivo models for studying the development of the enamel lesion under experimental conditions is interesting, because the lesion may be studied in a vital tooth and demineralization and remineralization can be evaluated in teeth with a known history of de-mineralization time, the patient’s age and exposure to fluoride.

Most of those models, until then, were prepared for smooth surfaces. Orthodontic bands cemented on homologous premolars, indicated for extraction for orthodontic reasons, showing fissures or gaps on the vestibular surface, have been used to promote the accumulation of dental plaque, to verify the reactions of the enamel to cariogenic challenge on that surface.

The experiments conducted with those models proved that, after three and four weeks of uninterrupted cariogenic challenge, different degrees of opacities were seen clinically. However, in polarized light and under scanning electron microscopy (SEM), after one week of microbial accumulation, there were clear alterations in the tissues and in the enamel surface, respectively.

Ever since the classic study of Dirks, in 1966, it has been confirmed that the environmental factor plays an important part in the development of the caries process. In that study, the disappearance of white spots on the smooth and occlusal surfaces was considered to occur because of remineralization or abrasion of the surface. Longitudinal clinical research found that, when incipient lesions formed around orthodontic brackets were submitted to dental plaque control (DPC), there was a gradual change in the appearance of the lesions, from opaque-white to a more diffuse opacity. It is believed that the regression of the incipient enamel lesion, at a clinical level, can occur primarily through abrasion of the surface due to the action of intra-oral mechanical forces and through reinstatement of the mechanical removal of dental plaque.

Holmen et al. (1987a) worked on four premolars of four patients who adopted the usual oral hygiene and the same dietetic standard, while the fluoride was controlled in the study. The bands were removed four weeks later, one tooth was extracted immediately and the others after one, two and three weeks of re-exposure to the oral environment. The formation of a white spot was noted after four weeks of cariogenic challenge. However, after re-exposure, the test teeth gradually became whiter and showed a reduction in the opacity of the damaged surface. Under SEM, a gradual reduction was noted of the layers of crystals dissolved with the progression of the exposure time, increasing the tissue scars and the surface smoothness. Polarized light examinations revealed less tissue porosity, especially in the deep part of the lesions, while the surface layer was more porous than at the base of the lesion.

Holmen et al. (1988) used the same type of in vivo caries model. The control teeth were submitted to five weeks of uninterrupted microbial accumulation while the test teeth were carefully cleaned with a cotton swab or polished weekly during five weeks, using non-fluoridated toothpaste. Visible signs of carious dissolution were found on the control surfaces of all the individuals and confirmed under polarized light by the increase of tissue porosity, showing classic subsurface lesions in different stages of progression. On the other hand, weekly professional control during five weeks on the test teeth was able to prevent the progression of the lesion, regardless of the cleaning procedure used. The authors concluded that regular mechanical removal of dental plaque is capable of preventing bacterial activity and the development of the caries lesion.

Based on previous studies that used in vivo caries models prepared for smooth surfaces, the aim of this research was to develop a new in vivo model for the occlusal surface. The clinical and microscopic characteristics of occlusal surfaces submitted to a cariogenic challenge in vivo and subsequent dental plaque control were described.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study was revised and approved by the Ethics Committee, Nucleus of Collective Health Studies, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro. The person responsible for each individual signed a statement of free and conscious consent, authorizing the individual’s participation in the research, after being informed about the methodology and objectives of the research, its risks and benefits.

Four volunteers took part in this study, aged from 12 to 15 years. Each volunteer contributed with one pair of homologous first premolars (PM) (8 premolars) indicated for extraction for orthodontic reasons. The volunteers were not participating in any program involving the use of fluoride or chemical antiplaque agents during the experiment and resided in an area where there is a very low con-
centration of fluoride (0.02 to 0.19 ppmF), which was confirmed previously in biochemical tests.

The occlusal surface of the selected teeth did not show clinical signs of carious lesions, opacities or restorations. In order to eliminate the action of mechanical forces of mastication and the functional occlusion of the selected teeth, their antagonists were extracted before starting the study, according to the volunteer’s orthodontic planning. A wire mesh was bonded on the occlusal surface to create a space for promoting the accumulation of dental plaque. The mesh reached the edges of the mesial and distal crests in an anterior-posterior direction, as far as the beginning of the buccal and palatine or lingual aspects (Figure 1).

Initially, the surfaces were polished with pumice stone and water during 10 seconds and the region of the test tooth was relatively isolated. The enamel was conditioned only on the crests and at the beginning of the buccal and palatine (or lingual) aspects with phosphoric acid gel during 15 seconds, washed during 30 seconds and dried with an oil-free air jet. A bonding agent was applied (Single Bond, 3M do Brasil, São Paulo, Brazil) and light-cured during 20 seconds. The mesh was previously adapted to the surface and a composite (Z100, 3M do Brasil, São Paulo, Brazil) was placed at its ends incrementally and then light-cured for 40 seconds. The phosphoric acid, the bonding agent and the composite were applied carefully, to avoid jeopardizing the test surface.

All the volunteers used non-fluoridated toothpaste and were told not to brush the experimental surfaces, not to use anti-plaque agents and not to drink black tea during all the experiment. After four weeks, all the meshes were removed. After prophylaxis, a single examiner inspected and evaluated all the test surfaces. Notes were made about the presence or not of opacities on the surface, as well as the levels found (none, discreet opacities and well-defined opacities). The examination was not standardized because the intention was to analyze qualitatively the differences of development of the caries lesion and its control. Subsequently, the test surfaces were re-exposed to the oral environment and submitted to mechanical dental plaque control (MDPC).

The teeth were distributed in four groups, with two premolars each. In the first and third groups, the teeth were submitted to two weeks of MDPC, which was carried out daily by the individual in group 1, and daily by the individual and weekly by the professional in group 3, using the same non-fluoridated toothpaste. In the second and fourth groups, MDPC was carried out during four weeks, daily by the individual in group 2, and daily by the individual and weekly by the professional in group 4. After the determined periods, the teeth were extracted according to Figure 2.

After the extractions, the teeth were stored in a 4% pH 7.4 formaldehyde solution and later photographed under the stereoscopic magnifying glass. The crowns were sectioned buccolingually in a microtome for hard tissues. The cuts were directed to the region of the fossa and central groove of the premolar, preferably in areas where there were visible opacities. Initially, the cuts showed a thickness of 120-170 μm. The specimens chosen were filed with a water file no. 600 and polished with a water file no. 1200 until a final thickness was obtained between 80-100 μm, which was the thickness indicated for examination under a polarized light microscope (Carl Zeiss). Qualitative examinations were obtained using as a soaking means water, air and cedar oil, according to the evaluation method of Thylstrup et al.¹⁸ (1976).

RESULTS

Macroscopic evaluation of surfaces

After four weeks of local cariogenic challenge, all the occlusal surfaces showed clinical signs of mineral loss in different degrees, from light opacities to white spots. When the mesh was removed and the MDPC was reinstated on the test surfaces, increased brightness and enamel translucency were noted, directly proportional to the time of
MDPC. After four weeks of MDPC, the lesion had regressed in most of the individuals.

Clinically, no difference was perceived between the two types of therapy (daily MDPC done only by the patient and MDPC done by the patient daily associated to weekly professional prophylaxis), according to the evaluation periods proposed in the methodology of this study.

Microscopic evaluation under polarized light

The qualitative evaluations confirmed the clinical observations that not all the individuals responded similarly, after four weeks of cariogenic challenge. Variations in the tissue porosity were found among the individuals, ranging from pseudoisotropic lesions to classic enamel lesions.

Differences were noted between specimens submitted to two and four weeks of MDPC. Greater tissue porosity was found in specimens submitted to two weeks of MDPC. The tissue reactions varied from well-defined dark zones to classic enamel caries lesions. The specimens submitted to four weeks of MDPC showed smaller tissue reactions compared with those of the previous period, which were suggestive of control of demineralization on those surfaces (Figures 3 and 4).

However, in specimens of one individual submitted to the second treatment, classic enamel caries lesions were seen after two and four weeks of MDPC, revealing quick progression of the lesion during the time the surface was protected by the mesh. This characteristic was observed clinically as a broad white mark. Under polarized light, those lesions presented a well-defined superficial layer, showing negative birefringence and the body of the lesion, which represented the area of greatest tissue loss, presenting positive birefringence (Figure 5). Nonetheless, although those microscopic reactions were marked in that individual, in both periods it was found, clinically, that the brightness recovered with the increase of the time of exposure of the surface to the oral environment and to MDPC.

DISCUSSION

Based on knowledge of in vivo caries models for smooth surfaces, a new model was developed in this research to induce in vivo demineralization on the occlusal surface. It was decided to evaluate the alterations noted in the human occlusal enamel in a situation of intense cariogenic challenge, describing them qualitatively from the clinical and microscopic viewpoints. That justifies the n (number of subjects) used, corroborating similar methodologies found in the literature.3,5,6,12,13,15,16,19

After four weeks of uninterrupted cariogenic challenge, different degrees of opacities were noted on the test surfaces, agreeing with the observations of studies made on smooth surfaces.5,6,12,13,14,15 Similarly to this research, there was no standardization of the clinical evaluation in those studies because they also envisaged an individual
non-comparative qualitative analysis of the clinical findings.

Two treatments were conceived to illustrate the response of the induced caries lesion in the proposed model. In the first, the daily MDPC was done by the individual exclusively and, in the second, by the individual (daily) and weekly by the professional during two and four weeks after re-exposure of the test surfaces.

After reinstating the MDPC, fast remineralization of the demineralized tissue took place, seen as increased whiteness of the surface and clinical regression of the lesion or reduction of the tissue porosity, which were directly proportional to the time of MDPC proposed in this experimental scheme. The reduction of microbial activities through MDPC on the test surfaces seems to have been decisive for obtaining the clinical and microscopic findings in this research, considering that the use of fluoride was controlled in the study, as noted in earlier findings\textsuperscript{5,14,15}.

Fluoride plays an important role in controlling caries development, and its principal sources of daily exposure should be controlled. The two principal sources, water and toothpaste, were controlled in this study. However, fluoride does not avoid caries development, but rather reduces the speed of its progression, as found in studies with \textit{in vivo} and \textit{in situ}\textsuperscript{8,19} experimental intra-oral models. Therefore, the absolute control of fluoride was not crucial, because the proposal of this research was to qualitatively describe the characteristics present.

Additionally, the action of fluoride in the lesion’s development occurs mainly in places where the cariogenic challenge is moderate\textsuperscript{17}, which does not happen in the proposed model. Since we found a clinical situation of severe plaque accumulation\textsuperscript{8} in the caries risk groups, the new model developed may contribute toward testing the cariostatic activity of fluoridated agents under severe cariogenic challenge on the occlusal surface.

The microscopic alterations found in this study under polarized light were similar to those obtained by Holmen \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{14}(1987b). In their research,
the authors used a similar methodology and less tissue porosity was noted in the specimens submitted to a longer MDPC time. Well-defined dark zones and pseudoisotropic areas were observed, which indicated a smaller amount of mineral loss. The superficial layer of the lesion was small and very often nonexistent, similarly to the findings of Holmen et al.15 (1988).

In the individual who showed fast progression of the carious lesion after four weeks of cariogenic challenge, the zones of enamel carious lesion were observed under polarized light and they were similar to those described by Darling9 (1958). In that individual, the fast development of the lesion, during the period when the surface was protected by the mesh, suggests the effect of insufficient oral hygiene, presented during all the period of the study. In spite of this, at the end of the experiment, the enamel translucency had increased, indicating arrestment of the lesion. As he received the second treatment, the weekly professional plaque control may have played an important role in arresting the lesion, identified through the recovery of whiteness, at the clinical level.

Furthermore, the weekly professional MDPC done on smooth surfaces in in vivo caries models seems to maintain, at subclinical levels, control of the tissue porosity, avoiding the progression of the mineral loss in a situation of local cariogenic challenge15. From a clinical viewpoint, this might explain the effectiveness of the regular removal of dental plaque in the control of the incipient occlusal carious lesion, particularly during the critical eruption period4,11.

The differences of progression of the lesion among the individuals, observed clinically, were confirmed through polarized light microscopy. At the microscopic level, they were revealed as different degrees of tissue porosity in various specimens submitted to the same period of local cariogenic challenge. Extrapolating these results to a clinical view, the importance of a global diagnosis of the individual is confirmed. This is essential for devising individual strategies that are coherent with the real necessities of professional activity8.

Easy implementation, low cost, the volunteer’s cooperation not being an important factor and, principally, the determination of a severe cariogenic challenge on the test surface leading to demineralization contributed toward positive results of the model proposed in this study. However, the difficulty of obtaining a sample is a factor for concern in experimental intra-oral models17.

In view of the promising results of the new model shown in this study, future studies, not only qualitative but quantitative under polarized light microscopy, SEM and microradiography, should be carried out, for example, to test the clinical caries-preventive effect of treatments based on fluoride or other agents on the occlusal surface, to analyze the microbiological aspects, to compare the reactions of the enamel on smooth and occlusal surfaces in a situation of retention and control of dental plaque etc. Therefore, new research using this experimental model will make it possible to validate the results obtained, helping to assess in vivo the reactions of the enamel to cariogenic challenges on the occlusal surface.

CONCLUSIONS

1. When using the new in vivo caries model proposed for the occlusal surface, the absence of mechanical forces, specifically brushing and mastication, was the principal factor for the arrestment of the dental plaque and, consequently, for initiating the caries lesion on the occlusal surface.

2. The new in vivo caries model was effective because all the occlusal surfaces presented clinical and microscopic signs of mineral loss in different degrees after four weeks of local cariogenic challenge.

3. After the reinstatement of mechanical control of dental plaque on the test surfaces, the demineralized tissue was quickly remineralized, which was directly proportional to the time of mechanical control of the dental plaque.
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